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WHAT IS CORRECT
ENGLISH?
Colloquial language is that which ap*
pears in good conversation, but not in
formal writing. Both colloquial and
formal English are "correct,"—each
in its own sphere of use.
ENGLISH maintains its place as the
most frequently required subject of
our school and college curricula because of the unanimous support given it by
both the general public and educational authorities. This support rests upon the general belief that the mastery of good English
is not only the most important asset of the
ambitious but also an obligation of every
good citizen.
But what is "good English?" There are
today two widespread viewpoints. The conventional point of view assumes not Only
that there is a correctness in English language as absolute as that in mathematics
but also that the measures of this correctness are very definite rules.
The following quotations from R. G.
White's Words and Their Uses represents
dozens of similar statements:
The truth is, however, that authority of general usage, or even of the usage of great writers,
is not absolute in language. There is a misuse of
words which can be justified by no authority however great, and by no usage hozvever general.
According to this conventional point of
view, only two kinds of forms or usages exist—correct forms and mistakes. In general, the mistakes are thought to be corrupt
forms of the correct expressions.
Opposed to this conventional point of
view is that held by the outstanding scholars of the English language during the last
hundred years. I shall call it here the "scientific point of view." A typical expression
of it is found in Elementary Lessons in
An excerpt from Syntax and Inflections of
American English, to be published shortly under
the sponsorship of the National Council of
Teachers of English.
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English Grammar by H. C. Wyld, who
writes:
A grammar book does riot attempt to teach people how they ought to speak, but on the contrary,
unless it is a very bad or a very old work, it
merely states how, as a matter of fact, certain
people do speak at the time at which it is written.
Such authorities believe that it is unsound
to take the rules of grammar as the necessary forms of correct English and to set out
to make all usage conform to those rules.
In typical expressions of the scientific view
there is, also, a clear affirmation of the fundamental principle that usage or practice is
the basis of all the correctness there Can be
in language. From this scientific point of
view, the problem presented by the differences in our language practice is by no
means a simple one.
All of uS upon occasion note and use for
the purpose of identification the many differences in the speech of those about us.
By certain characteristic differences of pronunciation and of grammar, the speech of
"Amos and Andy" as it comes over the
radio makes us visualize two uneducated
Negroes. Through the speech of "Clara,
Lu, and Em," we see three women of little
education who have had a very limited
range of social contacts. In similar fashion,
we should with very little difficulty recognize the speech of a Scotchman like Harry
Lauder as differing from that of a native of
Georgia Or Alabama.
Constant change is the outstanding characteristic of a live language used by an intellectually active people. Historical changes
do not come suddenly, nor do they affect all
the users of a language equally. Thus at
any time there will be found those who
cling to the older methods and those who
use the newer fashion. Many of the differences we note in the language of today find
their explanation in this process of historical change. These older forms constitute
fairly large proportion of the materials
usually called errors by those who maintain
the conventional point of view. The so-

